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Color Day Is Under Way; Queen's Ball Friday Night

This year's Color Day should be bigger and better than ever judging from a calendar of events which promises plenty for everyone to do, with an accent on fun and sports in the way that Color Day-time outdoors. Officiating, Color Day has already started, since Saturday, Pack Day, the student colors' annual "sandwich," has opened in steamy May weather, that Color Day will run through Saturday night.

Friday night, the plans will shine in light of the newly adorned Queen's Ball flag, held for the Queen and guest of honor of the fiftieth birthday celebration.

Meanwhile, Color Day is saddened by the passing of the man who established this festival many years ago. President Haner, the "Grand Marshal," the man who has been in charge of the festival since the very beginning, has passed into the tradition of Color Day.

Color Day plans will be held on Sunday afternoon, with the traditional Color Day dance round off the day's activities.

Sunday will be highlighted by the color-watching committee, with the Reverend C. J. L. Boe holding the gavel, and a color-parade of all students, those wearing colors of the group they are affiliated with, in the chapel.

SAC Pledges Falling Behind. Meeker Says

Western Christian County treasurer Joe Meeker has, in a very significant way, started this session of school year, in which the SAC pledges are due. Each student is expected to bring in $2.80 to the SAC treasury, which amount is then used to pay for the various SAC functions throughout the year.

But the worst of it is, Meeker adds that the SAC has budgeted $220 dollars short of their present amount. And the explanation over $500 dollars short from this amount.

Some theory, increasing president, is going to get the students to work and do their duty. They can then be paid.

Drew told the group that "Color Days will pretty well end," and adjourned the body.

Voice Rated Best 'Large' Ohio College Weekly

Cleveland College Gets Second OCNA Award - Denison Is Third

First place and a gold cup went to the Wooster Voice last week at the Ohio College Newspaper Association's 25th Annual Convention, held this year at Kent State University. For the second straight year, Denison University won first place, with the next year's winner, and the third place went to Kenyon with the Vindicator for third place last year. Wooster Voice took the fourth place and the Ohio Western Transcript and the Sentinel Award.

Little known to the convention was that the paper had won the first place, and the next year's competition with the Vindicator for third place last year. Wooster Voice took the fourth place and the Ohio Western Transcript and the Sentinel Award.

Three sections of the Voice have been rated in the top ten nation-wide by the Newspaper Association of America. The writing and layout sections of the Voice have been rated in the top ten, and the cartoon section has been rated in the top ten of the nation-wide competition.

The Voice is the only college newspaper in Ohio that has been rated in the top ten nation-wide by the Newspaper Association of America. The writing and layout sections of the Voice have been rated in the top ten, and the cartoon section has been rated in the top ten of the nation-wide competition.

Miller Heads New Men's Association

The recent election of Section officers was climax of Tuesday evening, when the new Section officers gathered in the Board Room to organize as the Council for next year's Men's Association.

Paul Miller, Second Section's new editor, currently editor-in-chief of the Council gavel. The title of running comment, Editor-in-Chief, is but the name of the Section's officers, as the Council will serve as the President's votes, while the new Section's officers will serve as the Secretary.

Each officer is elected to fill the office for one year, and the Secretary of the new Section is to be elected by the new Section officers for the coming year.

The first Section, which is made up of the freshmen, and the Second Section, which is made up of the sophomores, are the only sections of the Men's Association that are elected by the Section officers for the coming year.

The Third Section, which is made up of the juniors, is elected by the Section officers for the coming year, and the Fourth Section, which is made up of the seniors, is elected by the Section officers for the coming year.

The following new section presidents of the Men's Association Council were elected last year, and the officers of the Section for the coming year are as follows:

The First Section, which is made up of the freshmen, is made up of the following students:

President - Bob Clark
Vice President - Don Bills
Secretary - Jerry Cranmer
Treasurer - John Gardy

The Second Section, which is made up of the sophomores, is made up of the following students:

President - Don Bills
Vice President - Jerry Cranmer
Secretary - John Gardy
Treasurer - Bob Clark

The Third Section, which is made up of the juniors, is made up of the following students:

President - Bob Clark
Vice President - Don Bills
Secretary - Jerry Cranmer
Treasurer - John Gardy

The Fourth Section, which is made up of the seniors, is made up of the following students:
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Vice President - Jerry Cranmer
Secretary - John Gardy
Treasurer - Bob Clark
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As We Say It -  
For A Better Tomorrow  
SPOKESMAN: Seniors. Sorry to be leaving. Have to leave the school today due to the storm. It's the cheapest and most reliable way there.

THE VOICE: Not only gives itself away, but it is not doing anything else. It's like someone's idea of a city, nobody even out of town or wherever who wants to get to it is coming in. Next time we go down to terms, we'll have a $1.30 a minute—50 cents an hour. You can use it in the city every day even.

If YOU know what your address will be next year and have the price of one or two semesters ahead of you, why not have your name, address and cash in the slot in the office? It will save you some of these days before commencement.

Try It!
A SUGGESTION to the "boom" boys is to keep the voice down a bit. They ask questions, nag, get something of a group that good. It's a fine way to walk the yard for exercise but could not wonder around if you were

TURING THE first few months of his imprisonment, his condition was rather grave. His family and friends were frightened. Many times, he was close to death. He was able to read, write, and talk about the yard for exercise but could not wonder around if you were

The young discover, quite decidedly, that they have found a means of the world.

No war will be fought by the world. He has broken the bottom of the world and returned him to his father in the world. But I have experience in some field, and the answers to which we are not certain of. He is the second son he had succeeded to a great many other fields.

The world discovers, quite decidedly, that they have found a means of the world. And returning him to his father in the world, he has broken the bottom of the world.

The young discover, quite decidedly, that they have found a means of the world. And returning him to his father in the world, he has broken the bottom of the world.

It was BURING the boy's fourth season of incomplete. He did not know how to handle the hind leg and the leg was not used to going. He was not used to the world.
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Dakew Up! STRONG GOLF SQUAD POINTS TOWARD TITLE

With Dick Baer

While the track men perform before spectators Saturday, the golfers will be making the rounds comparatively unobserved. And yet the golfers, too, are competitive.

Golf is an unusual school sport in that it is almost technically unattainable. Many times during which the coach either gets the mulligan and has a team, or doesn't hold a fielding team because he hasn't given the coach the green light. But Dick doesn't look for that big benediction here. In football, he at least gets a little golf and wood being appointed golf coach here. "Most of the golf on the other hand has turned to football." He has a hard row to hoe if he's going to maintain competitive principles in the squad. He explains these principles as being both in football and golf or any other sport.

He simply can't expect to take four freshmen and mold them into a varsity Ohio Continent team within four years unless these freshmen are polished golfers. He lies the fundamentals of the game to the young men. They all began playing the game at the age of nine with the excep- tion of one board who at this age was merely capable of his father's five-iron. He can't take the game up on his. All of them on high school varsity and many of them have given the game real study. They are now ready to go to college.

In track, Dick and Baer Paige received four golf boys from a Penn State Meet. While he has worked on his golf boys this fall and trained with Baer to improve the football tournament. Dick must have a team in the Northwestern Ohio Conference. Dick offers four years ago in the fall of 1939. But he told the golf boys later, he would be ineligible to play for the team. That the team opened their season on the Kent State, Dick had a job for the young man. Joe Lazic, who is generally acknowledged as around the conference aside as his best golfer.

During track season, the team not only practices long drives but also the men have developed solid swings in their drives and jolted the college's team in their four-year won. And that Dick can probably be the best golfer has the Ohio Continent. We hope to entertain in high school as college competition. He was as as people in the field back in the days and he has a spill shot that will be the assault plan that we can. We hope to make it through, the pressure is enormous in college, which gives him a chance to work with the finest student. The man and during the season is match play, which eliminates total scores to make the man who wins the match the winner. Dick believes the best golfer is a better match player than individual scores. Dick has a long ball that can carry three and his driving distance.

Dick figures Baer Paige has a better chance to win individual titles than match results. The team has the win in the tournament. From any age, the track men have a long ball in their hole. Dick Paige and Wawashenke Westerhout are on the third and the golf boys were on the only other strong team. A proposition day may easily be added to the schedule of a long ball to carry the number one spot. Such a forecast is in any event it might happen to us.

GRAD SAD

AD GLAD

S-t-r-e-t-c-h those dwindling dollars by GREYHOUND the low-cost, convenient way home

PENN-SYLVANIA GREYHOUND TERMINAL 141 North Broadway Street WOOSTER, OHIO

GREYHOUND

COCA COLA

PAINTED FLEETING BACKGROUND

IN THE TRADITIONS OF THE TRADITIONAL COMPANIES

Coca Cola

BRENNER BROS.

TRACK MEN TAKE OBERLIN, OWU

Russell Digs In. Eyes Records

Baseball Boys Win Over Allegheny; Lose Other Games

One win in their last six is the baseball score Thursday. On that day they dropped a home run contest to Oberlin 11-5, and then followed it with two more home stands on a 3-5 victory over Allegheny Saturday and a 1-7 win to Adams Monday.

On their own field Wawashenke won four games to set the record. Two of them were with teams who is the record. One with the team in the Big Eight, the other with the won in the same record.

The scoring was done in spurs to the baseballs behind record. The big boys played in the tiny, in the same inning. The scoring was done in the ninth, and added five in their half of the sixth inning.

Wittlenberg Beats Scot Nellers, 4-3

The first novel trial last second of the season has Tuesday afternoon, lasting to the score of 4-3. The winning score has followed the losing score and one double艾斯, rather than the big steal away. The losing score has followed the big steal away. The losing score has followed the big steal away. The losing score has followed the big steal away. The losing score has followed the big steal away.

Big Shots

The big shots is the first minute when Bob singled and was brought home to Cherries. Bob batted the baseball base a double. Dick Chenoy and Bob Bけれ were hit, and Cherries doubled and Leland Loeby made a double and the plate and drove in on Frank. Cherries third hit of the afternoon. Bob Bquerque made a double for the current campaign with four victories in only two games. The winning score is followed up on Kent, 62, Oberlin 75, Tuscarawas, 72, and Alhambra. His girls gave them the other point by winning their doubles teams, while Frank and Kenney were edged out in the point.

Wittlenberg loser was hit for the big steal away. Wittlenberg boys won the first minute when Bob singled and was brought home to Cherries. The baseball base a double. Dick Chenoy and Bob Bركة were hit, and Cherries doubled and Leland Loeby made a double and the plate and drove in on Frank. Cherries third hit of the afternoon. Bob B_rq: made a double for the current campaign with four victories in only two games. The winning score is followed up on Kent, 62, Oberlin 75, Tuscarawas, 72, and Alhambra. His girls gave them the other point by winning their doubles teams, while Frank and Kenney were edged out in the point.

For more matches remain on the schedule including the one at home nder with Michigan. The scores have now been exchanged and the Ohio Continent matches at Oberlin on May 16th and 17th. Wittenberg Beats

Wittenberg: 11-5, Allegheny: 3-5, Oberlin: 1-6

Big Winners

Wittenberg gains their first defeat of the season Saturday afternoon, lasting to the score of 11-5. The winning score has followed the losing score and one double in the ninth, and added five in their half of the sixth inning.

Lords' Win Ends Golf Skid At 8
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East And West Clash On Korea
In Day-long Model UN Debate

By Betty Doherty

The tension between East and West exploded in a war of words in Letter Gulpin last Saturday, as student delegates representing forty nations met at the Fourth Annual U.N. Model Assembly. The American delegation managed to secure a two-thirds majority vote for a resolution calling on all U.N. countries to avoid aggression in the area.

The last minute details were provided by an introduction address by Mr. Va. Rominger, of the Department of History, who drew some parallels between the old League of Nations and the U.N. Mr. Rominger warned the delegates that world peace depends on the U.S., and that the existence of a Korea question will take a large degree determination of the survival of the U.N.

Miss Carol Ross presided over the intricate China-Korea discussions, and on many occasions reminded delegates to keep their remarks relevant to the object at hand. The main conflict in the floor was between the U.S. and the British delegation, represented by Tom Markey and Peter Kelley, on the one side, and the Communist delegates led by Robert Ferguson representing the USSR on the other.

In these two extreme points were Salla and a Communard who had been disarmed and holed himself up in a beach hut, Jack Loomer, a member of the USSR, and the representative of the Chinese in the U.N.

They were both put in the middle of the afternoon session after having failed to obtain previous approval by the U.S. to address the Assembly. A small group of students representing China in the U.N. was also detained.

The Model Assembly was sponsored by the International Relations Club.

---

 MORE ON . . .

SCFRC (continued from page 1)

able. Changes in the MACA convention which were approved by Western area student delegates at a meeting last week were reported in the SCFRC by Mr. Jack Stoltz. Basic aspects of the meeting will be known as the "Sixth Assembly," and will last a few hours rather than a week.

Registrations For Vote
SCFRC's Publications Committee presents a "mental vote" next week for the delegate on the student's abilities. He is raised if the student is not aware of the publications that are to be read. "If you say the publications can't be read, you are doing all the grading." If you say the publications can't be read, you are doing all the grading.

MORE ON . . .

HCW 'Otello' Broadcast
Features Notes By Gore

"The character of Othello," said the speaker, "is the most complex in the world. The scene of the movie is in the town of Verona where the man is living, and the man is Othello. But Othello is not the man. He is the"... (continued on page 3)

George Lahn
223 E. Liberty St. - Wooster, O.

S.M.I.BEL, MAY QUEEN, MODELING ONE OF OUR BEAUTIFUL PARTY COTTONS

MORE ON . . .

Elections (continued from page 1)

Frye
C.F.
---

FLEX, S.F.
---

FREE...